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Discovering Man 
 

…… 
 
For the rest of the day until some point early next morning the men were separated 

from the women. We would not only have sessions outside amongst us men, also our meals 
would be eaten there and we would even sleep outside – while the women stayed inside: there 
would be no contact at all. 

I didn’t like this. What to do with men, only men? The Process (That was Life) was 
with Woman, as I felt. I expected it would be a dry and bit senseless meeting, a stopover until 
we could continue with the processes that were, indeed, really happening this workshop: in 
the worst case scenario I would have to bear the stupid jokes of men again, and subsequently I 
couldn’t laugh at them just like I couldn’t in my youth, and more and more I would feel an 
outsider. Somehow Woman’s Corporeality seemed to be needed. Without it we men would 
have some free, cheap, silly or be it even ‘intelligent’ talk, sharing or discussion that would go 
nowhere. We would just hang around somewhere in space. 

Well, even though this might not be totally untrue – indeed – it had a very great 
impact on me, this setting. God knows I will never forget the moment we, six men, walked 
away from the women through the garden to the place where we’d stay. I could breathe 
breathe Breathe… deeper than I had ever been able to. Oh, what a burden fell off my 
shoulders. How much lighter did I become, lighter and lighter with every step farther away 
from the women. I could have never imagined that Woman was, actually, beyond what she 
seemed to be, such a big burden for me, for Man as a matter of fact. That She affected his 
entire functioning, that She incessantly affected his state of being here on earth. Admittedly, I 
had no idea of this. 

It is true, I could feel it so strongly now thanks to the fact that I had already gone into 
quite a process with Belinda and had taken her inner burden on me, into my Heart. But then 
again, Belinda was not different from Woman. She actually lived Woman, and intensely so. I 
was amazed, utterly amazed at all the Space I felt while walking away with the men, men I 
even didn’t especially like – nor dislike, by the way. They were just men. I was amazed that, 
truly, this Space became larger and larger, with every step we made. It didn’t matter if we had 
a special bond, a special friendship, or not: we were men. We were the Space. Woman was 
the Contraction of this Space into Form, into Body. 

How deeply impressed I was by all this. For the first time in my life I could see myself 
detached, separate, apart from Woman. For the first time I could ‘define’, feel ‘myself’ as 
Something Else, as Man. Without exaggeration I can say that Man was Born in me on earth 
this moment. The first, physical, birth had been easy, although, it is true, I couldn’t breathe in 
this Earthly Realm when I had come out of my mother’s womb and ‘they’ had cut the 
umbilical cord immediately. I had become red and then purple form suffocation. They had to 
literally beat me into life. 

The Second Birth was one I had to Do ‘Myself’. Woman would not help me with this, 
on the contrary. Or rather: it was Consciousness Itself – or: Man Himself – that Bore Me this 
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time, not Woman. I was Borne out of Man this time, not out of Woman. I was not in relation 
with Woman – or women – any more: I Was Man. This was a Totally, Radically Different 
Perspective. 

It’s not that, in this now discovered Space, this ‘New’ Freedom that Felt so Familiar, I 
loved so much to be with and hang around with men, make fires with them and share with 
them. In themselves, these activities were pretty boring. The One – without Duality – is 
boring. The Fire of the Two is lacking. But this Discovery… Man… I AM MAN… this 
Space… this ‘State’ Beyond states, Beyond problem, Beyond any form of burden… It was 
overwhelming, even though inwardly I was, in fact, very calm – calmer than ever, to be 
honest, calmer than I could ever be with (a) Woman. 

Inside I Knew: this is so big, this Revelation, this is the turning point in my life. I 
would never be the same any more. In vain or not, I would not stop trying to Give my Heart 
to Woman, not at all. But it would be different now, now that Man had been Born. In 
Principle – and even if many things had to become Clear still, even if Associating with 
Woman was Natural Part of this – I didn’t unconsciously or seemingly need anything from 
Woman any more. I could freely go into the world of contraction. For Man was There. Man 
was Clarity Itself. Associating with Woman would, in its turn, be the content of this Basic 
Clarity, this Space, Space without needs. 

Finally, finally after almost 33 years, the mist was Cleared. There were women. And 
there were men. I was ‘Man’. The smelly – if not rotting – middle where I had always lived in 
without knowing, was gone. I had been torn into the Extremes, the Dualities of Life. Maja, the 
love of my life, had to leave me for this to happen, for preparing the Realization of Being 
Man. The Oneness of Heart had to be Broken. Our deep Tragedy, our Human Drama, our 
Splitting was not a misunderstanding. It was ‘written in the stars’ that I should fail in reaching 
her Heart with ‘my’ Heart. 

Who knows, perhaps the smelly middle would come back in one way or another – 
Truth had Its Own Ways – but now it was Gone. Something Fundamental was Seen and ‘I’ 
would never un-See it any more. A Fundamental Shift in Consciousness had Happened, a 
Shift from Woman’s perspective to Man’s World. A Fundamental Revelation of the Deeper 
Reality had Happened. Seeing the Fundamental Duality of Existence is a Deepening of 
Seeing, indeed, and not, as most spiritually oriented people believe, a limitation regarding 
(experiencing) Oneness or a regression. The Original Sin of Separation had to be Gone into, 
had to be Thoroughly Felt, Had to Clearly Stand Out, instead of Seeing it as a tragedy that 
had to be overcome. Adam and Eve and Their ‘Sin’ Had to Be Consciously Lived instead of 
finding (spiritual) solutions for No-Problem, for Reality Itself, for the One as the Two. 

Being there outside on the field with the men I decided immediately to follow a men’s 
week somewhere, even though I was not impressed with the men of our small group, not by 
the things we said, not by the things we did, like, indeed, making a fire and preparing our 
food on it – well, luckily we were not sent out hunting. These were all forms anyhow. But the 
Fact Itself of Being Man… This was the Miracle. The Great Happening. The Revelation. To 
Feel Man, to Feel What it Is to Be Man… This big Shift, this Quantum-leap from knowing 
myself as ‘man’ via Woman or, as now, Knowing Myself, Recognizing Myself as Man 
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Straight away, Directly, without any possible intervening, influencing, manipulating, judging 
of Woman, cannot be accurately described or explained by words. Words are Woman’s world 
– in which one, via words, tries to understand. Man cannot be explained. Man Is. It has to be 
Experienced, Directly. 

The picture I had of Man that had been given to me via Woman was wrong. 
Understand: this picture was not a bit wrong here and there, and now, with this Revelation, 
with this direct experience, in need of adjustment. No, it was totally wrong, this picture, this 
picture indeed. Woman lent me – and all men here on earth – a picture. A picture is not 
Reality Itself. Woman could not experience Man Directly and thus could not Understand 
Him, not Truly, not at all in fact. If (a) Man borrows Her picture He cannot Understand 
Himself, He cannot Know Himself to Be Man. 

The time for Bowing, for Confession, had arrived: I was mislead, deluded, by Woman. 
It didn’t matter if She had meant well or not: She had to Do what and how She had to do it in 
any case. Woman, in Her Form-world, couldn’t See She was Blind. In Her Resistance to Man 
She – anyone, men, women – simply could not See. If one cannot See one is bound to turn to 
a picture, a construction, a projection, in order to try to understand, to get some grip on 
reality. In Her firmly rooted blindness She had presented me a picture of Man and I, just new 
here on earth, had accepted it. But the picture was completely false, not True, it didn’t match 
Reality. I Saw that Man is not, by birth and as I had learned, the wrong sex, the guilty one, the 
hard one, the conquering one, the aggressive one, the selfish one, the ugly one, the sexual 
beast… It was all a lie. All of it. All of it was a (Part of a) Lie – not just some aspects of the 
picture. It was Woman’s Ego-based picture. It was Her projection, Her projection of what She 
felt Within. She ‘could not’ (and did not Want to) Look Within, so She looked outside for 
finding what She, somewhere in the Dark, felt Inside. It was Woman’s projection that I had 
drunk in, like I had drunk my mother’s milk, in all innocence. All this was not Man. Reality 
was so different, so very very different from what I – and all men, and even all women – have 
learned here on earth in Woman’s Sphere. Man Is Beautiful. Not only is He not wrong, He Is 
BEAUTIFUL. MAN IS. 

I had been deluded, so very much and easily deluded. Even the little fact that I hadn’t 
liked it that men and women were going to be separated from one another for a day, was part 
of the Big Delusion, this Deluding Female Sphere in which we constantly live on earth. It 
was, in fact, Woman who didn’t like this physical separation, not Man. It was She who had an 
interest to be close with the Opposite Sex, with Man in Her case – it was not Man Himself. 
Everything was turned around. The whole reality on earth was seen completely upside down. 
It was Woman who defined things, but She could not See. Man, Man’s Seeing, was not Here, 
or at least not Recognized, not Manifested, not Allowed in Woman’s world. 

I had been so deluded. Throughout my life I had always seen the many man-forms 
and, by Woman’s logic, had thought or rather assumed – without questioning it – that this 
must be ‘man’, then. This what you see, in the street, in the work place, in bed, this must be 
‘man’ – these male forms. The ‘maleness’ was defined as such by science, one of Woman’s 
first Deluders in Her Tendency to Form, to form everything, to form Life Itself, in Her drive 
to consider everything and everyone as ‘form’. But all these man-forms I had seen and 
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experienced – not to my pleasure, I must say – were not Man. They were part of and slaves of 
Woman’s world, forms deprived, bereft of Man, of Man as He Is. All these men were as blind 
as Woman. They could not See their own Manhood. They could not See through their Own 
Eye, but only through Woman’s eyes. 

Finally I Understood. I had always resisted and had always been repulsed by the 
manifestation of ‘Man’ into man-forms – not by Man Itself but, contrarily, by the Lack of 
Man (in men). I was, as Woman, deluded by man-forms and I came to assume that, therefore, 
considering their (to me) repulsive behaviour, I didn’t like or love Man. I was deluded by 
manifestation. The manifestation veiled and distorted the Pure, it made a caricature of Man as 
He Is. 

 
The men slept outside under some kind of roof. There were no walls that together 

would have made a little shed. I moved however with my sleeping bag further on to the field 
of grass. Man may be Man in all His Beauty, His unconscious aspirants who could have 
embodied Him in principle and who snore at night are quite a nuisance. Luckily the sky was 
clear. It was cold but beautiful. For a long time I looked into space, at the many many stars. 
Only in this vast space the stars could shine. Only in Man a woman could shine. Belinda may 
have an attractive seductive big smile – as a prolongation of her active lower parts, as I 
understood later – without ‘Me’ she was an empty dull grey sack. In her artificial pride she 
had a hard time admitting this. 

The next morning the men and the women would be reunited again. In my new state I 
was not especially looking forward to this. I was certainly not against it either. I Loved 
Woman – as I Loved Myself. But I was not looking for Myself. I just Found it. True enough 
though, Duality was Calling. Yet, I hoped very much we men could maintain the Space we 
‘created’ and give something of it to Woman Who was afraid of it but Loved it as well and 
was Longing for it anyway. 

The men were placed at one side of the room, the women quite far away at the other 
side. This meeting now was impressive too, I must say. I had never seen women the way I 
Saw them now. They were so different from us men, so very, even extremely, different. 
Goddamn different they were. There seemed to be only Difference left. God, that I had never 
seen this what now was so obvious – well, never?: in my youth I had ‘Seen’ it, experienced it, 
but not Consciously as now, not as an Insider. That, what we men were looking at, was not us, 
not Man, that was certain. They were strange creatures there at the other side. They were 
moving a lot. They couldn’t stand still, like us. They were laughing and giggling since they 
saw us men – even though there was nothing funny, nothing to laugh about. On the face of it 
it seemed the women had a good time – and we men not, undisturbed as we stood there, 
motionless, without emotion – the Fooling Force would have even liked to call us 
‘depressed’. But it dawned upon me that we men were the good time of the creatures at the 
other side. 

For the coming exercise the men were supposed to choose a female partner. As soon 
as the ‘starting shot’ had sounded, the men, to my big surprise, rushed as fast as they could to 
the other side of the room. From one moment to the other the imperturbability was gone, as if 
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it had never existed. The men had become sperms swimming like mad and in utter haste to 
the egg-cell of their choice, as if there was only one egg-cell, or only one the best, and they 
had to be the first, by all means the first. All men were at the other side already, negotiating 
with the women. I was still standing there, stunned, where a few seconds earlier all the men 
had stood, where we seemed to have been One, One Field of Man, no individual parts with 
their own tiny ‘spermy’ interests. It dawned upon me that if I kept standing there, merely 
attuning to the girl of my choice, seeing if we could get some eye contact, feeling if she liked 
to do the exercise with me – I thought so – she would be taken by another man. When I was 
about to make a move finally – still earlier than it felt to be natural – Mickey, a shy but really 
nice girl, was kidnapped by some spermatozoid, indeed. 

I felt really sad. The Space we men had ‘created’ or allowed was gone in a jiffy. The 
men immediately, without hesitation, forgot about Man and submitted to Woman’s world 
again, just like that, no regret, no looking back at Where we came from, no looking back at 
‘Me’, no Remembrance of a Deeper, Inner World of Truth, only looking forward to the egg. 
Charged with more ‘man’ now, they greedily wanted to give something of the now available 
surplus of ‘man’ to a woman-form – so that she can feel how much ‘man’ he is and perhaps 
choose him. They lived, acted out Woman’s hidden, repressed world when they ran for the 
best specimen as they did. If necessary, they could have even fought for her, one 
spermatozoid against the other. This greed and attachment were part of Woman’s way, 
however. Man’s world was to give Space. This Space allowed Nature to Manifest in the form 
that was most appropriate given the whole situation. It was not selfish, not self-obsessed, not 
concerned about interests. It was Selfless. It Respected Nature. The man and the woman who 
should meet in the given context of Forces, of evolvement, would meet in that World of Man. 

How disappointing, how shocking, how sad, and how instructive as well. What a long 
long way to go for humanity, I Saw, if these Forces of old are so very strong, Taking men 
without their knowing, without acknowledgement or consent, Killing the Man just like that 
and nobody seems to notice, nor mind. The men intuitively assumed they had some ‘man’ to 
give now but in their attitude, in the way they behaved, in their rush, in their unconsciousness, 
in their reacting like (a) Woman, there was no Man any more. Man was lost and they didn’t 
See it, I Saw. They gave male energy to Woman now. That could be nice for the moment but 
it was not Man Who I just Discovered. The Man I had Found doesn’t run to a woman, He 
Allows her to Come to Him when She feels – or Is – Ready to Meet Him. He’s not lost in the 
eternal energetic play between man and woman that happens completely in Woman’s world. 

I thought about and felt the women who were not chosen by the greedy men. They hid 
their pain – senseless pain, for there was no Man in the running men anyway – by finding a 
female partner for the exercise among the women who were left over. 


